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more interesting is that the briefing page calculates if a route is optimal or not and you can change the wind conditions, if you like, to see how it changes the flight plan. apart from that, you can configure the weather on the flight plan as well as set it to automatically
generated, meaning it will be filled in for you. it doesnt matter though if it is optimal, because even an imprecise fuel consumption gives a good enough eta for the aircraft. i like the fact that the briefing page also gives you a continuous eta throughout the flight without

having to close it and a continuous eta at waypoints. eta at waypoints can be quite important for pilots, especially when flying in heavy traffic. you can tell the eta at waypoints to a better or worse degree by looking at the icons in the lower right corner of the briefing page.
eta to the airport is a medium green when it is decent or closer to ideal, and a dark green when it is too close for comfort. another nice feature of the briefing page is that you can activate the switch which will turn the wind arrows into an icon when you are flying in vr. in
standard flight, an arrow would indicate the direction of the wind. the wind icon is clickable and will give you a wind trend at the location you clicked. if youre into realism, i’d recommend to try it out! it makes weather faster and easier to understand. active sky 2016 lets
you change the weather conditions easily. select a category and subcategory from the weather dropdown. pressing enter will show you the info box for the selected weather. you can also specify a custom wind that has different gust, wind and cloud speed. the weather

sources are vfr, standard vfr, vfr/short, and vfr/short/ipc. you can switch between the different sources with the panel in the bottom right corner of the screen. it works seamlessly if you are in the weather layer, or if you are in the normal weather layer, move to the vfr/short
layer and then back to the normal weather layer. if you like, you can also set the precipitation mode to snow or rain. active sky also lets you save a detailed weather configuration for each weather layer and use different configurations for different airports. it can even save

the weather layer you set and the selected weather to the map.
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more interesting is that the briefing page calculates if a route is optimal or not and you can change the wind conditions, if you
like, to see how it changes the flight plan. apart from that, you can configure the weather on the flight plan as well as set it to
automatically generated, meaning it will be filled in for you. it doesnt matter though if it is optimal, because even an imprecise
fuel consumption gives a good enough eta for the aircraft. i like the fact that the briefing page also gives you a continuous eta
throughout the flight without having to close it and a continuous eta at waypoints. eta at waypoints can be quite important for
pilots, especially when flying in heavy traffic. you can tell the eta at waypoints to a better or worse degree by looking at the
icons in the lower right corner of the briefing page. eta to the airport is a medium green when it is decent or closer to ideal,

and a dark green when it is too close for comfort. another nice feature of the briefing page is that you can activate the switch
which will turn the wind arrows into an icon when you are flying in vr. in standard flight, an arrow would indicate the direction

of the wind. the wind icon is clickable and will give you a wind trend at the location you clicked. if youre into realism, i’d
recommend to try it out! it makes weather faster and easier to understand. active sky 2016 lets you change the weather

conditions easily. select a category and subcategory from the weather dropdown. pressing enter will show you the info box for
the selected weather. you can also specify a custom wind that has different gust, wind and cloud speed. the weather sources
are vfr, standard vfr, vfr/short, and vfr/short/ipc. you can switch between the different sources with the panel in the bottom

right corner of the screen. it works seamlessly if you are in the weather layer, or if you are in the normal weather layer, move
to the vfr/short layer and then back to the normal weather layer. if you like, you can also set the precipitation mode to snow or
rain. active sky also lets you save a detailed weather configuration for each weather layer and use different configurations for

different airports. it can even save the weather layer you set and the selected weather to the map. 5ec8ef588b
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